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China COVID-19 tracker
Shanghai is offering inhaled vaccines as boosters, says HSBC’s
Jing Liu in her latest tracker on COVID-19 cases and policies.
Read report ›

Thailand tourism
Who’s back, and who’s next? HSBC Economist Aris Dacanay
examines the gradual recovery of Thailand’s tourism industry.
Read report ›

Global Economic Calendar
HSBC outlines what to watch in a week that will see key meetings
of the US Federal Reserve and the Bank of England, with both
widely expected to raise rates.
Read report ›

After the boom
In her latest trade and policy tracker, HSBC’s Shanella
Rajanayagam looks at how input shortages, supply chain
pressures and freight rates are easing – even as some food and
energy trade remains disrupted.
Read report ›

Lithium 101
Lithium is a core component in electric vehicle batteries, making
it a vital part of the transition to a low-carbon economy. HSBC’s
Howard Lau explains how it is used, where it is produced, and
why many places are seeking to expand production.
Read report ›
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Europe macro tracker
Survey indicators point to a looming recession in the
eurozone and the UK as tighter monetary conditions feed
through to the economy. HSBC’s Fabio Balboni explores
the latest economic data.
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The Macro Viewpoint

Under the Banyan Tree

The ESG Brief

ECB hikes, FX drivers, trade challenges

What’s next for China’s economy?

COP27 and climate stocks

We assess the outlook for Europe’s
monetary policy following the ECB’s latest
rate hike, consider what’s next for the
EUR and USD, and look at what to expect
after the global trade boom.

Herald van der Linde and Fred Neumann
delve into the recent crop of Asian
corporate earnings, discussing how
particular sectors have performed and
what their results mean for regional
markets and the broader economy.

Wai-Shin Chan previews the UN climate
talks in Egypt in November amid
economic and geopolitical tensions;
Amit Shrivastava tracks the market
performance of climate-related stocks.
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